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I ABSTRACT
I
t .

( The d~ign and analysis c000s V ASBI and RANS3D have been made o~rationa1 on the PACE+ parallel

1°mputer. The parallel version of VASBI was validated on BPPS computer and ported to PACE+ computer

using the BARC message passing libraIY available on PACE+. RANS3Dcode has bren paralleI ised using PACE

Ii1essage passing libmry routines after validating the sequential code on IBM RS6000/560 at Aeronautical

Development Age~cy (ADA), Bangalore. A spred up of 18-22 with respect to IBM RS6OOd/560 of ADA has

bren obtained for both codes with double precision calculations. The speed up remains fairly constant ~th

ipcreasing grid siz'es on 32 nodes of PACE+ for the explicit code VASBI, but decreases for the implicit code

RANS3D when communication between nodes is increased. The code VASBI was usOO to carIY out seve~1

cojnputations on two different ducts 10 compare the ~rforrnance of the ducts for various conditions on 32 node
PACE+. I

sequential computers to obtain the solution. However,

not all the CFD code developers have access to high

speed super computers which have been restricted only

to the developed countries. With the advent of parallel

computers in India, CFD developers in India can now

benefit from supercomputing speeds thus making the

developJnent and application of Navier-Stokes codes

possible.

Thi'S paper describes the paraIlellimplementation

of a three-dimensional explicit Reynold's averaged

Navier-Stokes code VASBI and an implicit code

RANS3D for obtaining tu~bulent viscous flow through

a symmetric bifurcated intake duct and over a combat

aircraft on the PACE+ parallel machine. The

parallelisation effo..t was carried out since the

sequential machine IBM RS6000/560 at Aeronautical

Development Agency was not fast enough for

validation and application bf these codes.

I. INTRODUCTION I
I

The development or three-dimensional

compressible R~ynold's averaged Navier-Stokes
Solvers for compl'ex geometries of practicalj importance ,

has been one of the major difficult areas in CFD. The
main reason for thisl difficulty is that the system of I

equations demand CPU-intensive corputations.

Usually numeri~al solution of these equations involve

initialising the fIlow field by. an intelligent initial guess

and driving the solution to. convergence by advancing

the sol\ltion in tirr{e using Na~)er.;.Stokes :.Solver and

applying suitable boundary cond~tions at.~ach time step.

The time t~ken to reach convergence depends on the

initial condition, algorithm, size of. the grid and the!
computing platform used. I

,
One of the major difficulties faced by a

I
Navier-Stokes <;ode developer jhas been how to reduce

CPU time required to obtain solutions for

configurations of practical importance. At the algorithm
.I

level, various accelerati,on devices like grid sequencing,

multi grid technique~, ,mplicitisation, application of

non-reflecting boun.~ary conditions and the use of

GMRES can be used to accelerate the convergence. The

easiest way to reduce the cPy time is to use faster

2. PART A: PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF

VASBI

In this part parallel implementation and

application of VASBI on PACE+ system is described.
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As a first step, the grid file tha( has been generated

by the grid generation programme is read and

normalised. Then the flow field is initialised by an

intelligent guess. This initial gue;s is advanced in time

by updating the solution by predictor and corrector

steps of MacCormack's Scheme, with the application

of wall, inflow and outflow "oundary conditions. This, ,
process of updating the solu.tion continues till steady

stltte is 'obtained.

2.1 Description or Code VASBI

VASBI is a three-dimensional explicit finite

volume code for obtaining compressible turbuleqt
viscous flows through symme,tric bifurcated air-intake

ducts, which solves three-dimensional unsteady
Reynold's averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The code

is based on MacCormack's predictor corrector scheme

with fourth order smoothin!j to damp out spurious

numerical oscillations. The details of the code and
f 1 ., ., h l ' 12
ormu atlon are given In t e IFerature ..

A multiblock approach has been adopted to

discretise the flow field with the grid having an inner

block and an outer block. Details of the grid generation

are given in the literature3. Derivatives at cell centroids

of the finite volumes are calculated by method of least

squares and these are used to obtain viscous fluxes at

the finite volume face. The turbulence model used is the

Baldwin-Lomax model, To accelerate convergence and

to prevent reflection of waves at the outflow boundary,

a non reflecting boundary condition has been used.

Even though the code has been developed for

air-intake ducts of aircraft, it can also be used to

compute compressible viscous flows through pipes or

ducts of variouslshapes.

2.3 Parallel Aigorith~ for VASBI I

In the above seque~tial procedure most of the CPU

time is spent in updating,the solution.\In general, it may

take about 5000-15000 iterations for an explicit scheme

to converge on a fine Igrid. In additio~, the memory

requirements f~r a fine grid calculation become so large

that they cannot be handled by the single processor of

~ sequential machine. Paralle'lisation helps in

overcoming t~e above CPU and memoty constraints.
, The parallelisation pf VASBI has peen carried out

?y domain deco~positionJ. The co~pu'~ational dom~in

IS decGlmposed Into N subdomalns In stream-wlse

direction (i.e. in the K directipn Fig. 2). As seen in the

figure, there is an overlap re~ion which is common to

both neighbouring processors. This regior is required

since update of the solution at any section K depends

on the solution at sections «+2, K+1, .K, K-I, K-2 of

~Roc I
~ ,~ EssOR I

-I...' -:../ -:;

2.2 Structure Jr Sequential Code
/

The computational domain of the three-

dimensional duct' is schematically given in Fig. I. It
I

consists of two blocks, an inner block having the
dimension IMAXl * JMAXl * KMAX and an outer

block having the dimension IMAX2 * JMAX2 *

KMAX.
I

~
-1

1(
I -1
PROCESSOR1

Figure 2. I

previous time level. The above do.~ain decomposition

is chosen to minimise surface area between cuts which,
will in turn minimise communication between slaves.

The parallel algorithm for VASBI consists of two
I

programmes, a master programme and a slave

programme. The master programme is responsible for

~ll inputs and outputs, sub-dividing the computational

domain, downloading tile data to all the slave

processors and also to synch"ronise all activities of the
1 .

slave processors. Tile slave programme consists of all
,

SECTIONAL GRID

Figure 1
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'n' and collecting terms at different time levels we have 3.3 Discretlsation or the Problerh
I

The entire (~, 71, ~) computational domain is

discretised into IMAX, JMAX" KMAX) points,

respectively. Here I inde~ varies' radially outward

starting from surface and en4ing at outer boundary.

Index.J varies from top to bot;tom azimuthal direction

and K varies from inflow to outflow (KMAX). The grid

is \tlustered at the surface to r~solve the flow features.

The number of grid poi?ts and the type of flu~tering

depends to a great extenl on the flow domain of inleresl.

The standard SPGS alg9rithm starts: the computalion

from K=2 plane and proceeds till the last but one plane,

viz, KMAX-I. The first,or the inflow borndary values

are assumed tc{ be known at the start of computation.

The finite difforence equations turn out such that 'when

allY Kth plane is being computed, values for (K-I)th and

Kth plane are needed. As the algorithm\proceeds along

K! direction thJ latest available values fQr ( K-I)th plane

are used. Values for dowh r tream plane ~are of course at
the old time leyel. When the direction of solution is

reversed, this too is reverse~ The important point to

note here is that the latest available values for the
I

upstream plane are used at each time level. This point

poses a few restrictions on the domain dJcomposition

slrategy. ,

AQn=RHS (2)

Where, ~Qn = (Qn+1 -Qn)
I

Here A, B, and C are the flux Jacobians
oE oE on i on .
-= -~ =A ~ and RHS Is the collectIon of all

0'. oQ o~ o~

viscous terms and terms at the time level 'n'. In the

above implicit equation A, B, C are block matrices of
I

size (5x5) and ~ Q is a block matrix of size (5x I ). The

implicit formulation is chosen because in general they

converge faster and to lower residual values, than

explicit methods, the drawback being that they are more

memory-intensive, however, as noted earlier, the

availab.\lity of main memory is not such a constraint

anymore and hence this approach was chosen.

There are a variety of methodologies available in

published literature for solution of Eqn 2. A choice has

to be made keepirg in view the ultimate target machine,

viz., a large parallel computer. The simplest and most

robust parallelt computation strategy is 'Domain

Decomposition'! While parallelisation at algorithmic

level may yield better efficiencies, this could not be
I

attempted due to lack of time and non-availability of

parallel computer at the initial stage. The st-rategy
t

therefore was to develop the code on the fastest
.

sequential machine available and port it to the parallel

computer as and when available with minimum loss of

time and hence the choice of 'Domain Decomposition'.

The choice then narrows down to what are referred to

as two factor schemes, viz., appropriate factorisation in

two directions coupled with relaxation in the third. This

leads to the problem of solving block tri1iagonal

equations in (~ & 11) directions (cross flow) and

relaxation in the ~ direction (along the flow). This is

referred to as successive planar Gauss Siedal method
I

(SPGS) in literature. Here the computational domain is
.r

decomposed Into several planes ( ~ & 1'\ ) along K-

direction. In each ( ~ & 11 ) plane block tridiagonal

matrix solution is obtained, once each in (~ t & 11)

direction. The solution is then marched forward and

backward along J direction till the residuals fall by

about three decades.

,

3.4 Domain Decompositio~ I

Assuming that lour parallel compuJer has ./I'

number of processors or nodes, the don{ain can be

divided into ( KMAXln) number pf blocks.IEach block

of planes can Jhen be downloaded into the nodes.
I

However, becauSe of the coupling nature of the implicit

algorilhm, twq buffer planes dre required, one for

upstream edge and the otper fol' downstream edge of

eaoh block of pl~nes. Therefore, ~ach nodJ now will be
,

solving for (KMAXln+2) number of p!lanes. After

every iteration, each node has to cdmmuhicate with its

neighbouring node to send and receive data for the
, I

buffer planes. The major p~oblem h~re is that each block

starts with upstream values at the previous time level

instead of the latest available value as in standard SPGS

algorithm. This deviation can destabilise the overall

algorithm if the domain is split into too many blocks,

even otherwise the resi{,luals. will be marginally

different, and slightly highe'r number of iterations areI ,
,required as compared to t~e sequential algorithm.
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I

level. Figure 4 shows that Cp distribution along the duct

obtained from both the systems is also identical.

Having established accuracy of the results on

PACE+. bench marking of PACE+ system was carried
out at the Advanced Numerical Research & Analysis

3.5 Computational Details I
I

Four grid sizes were cpo~en for the bench marking

of RANS3D code. Table 1 gives the sizes I!>f these grids.

GRID2 and GRID3 are,obtained by d&ubling the size of

GRID I in K direction. Thi~ will ensure that the size bf

the data required for communication between nodes will

be the same for all these grids, since domainI
decomposition has been carried out in the K directi<>:n.

In GRID4, IMAX and JMAX are larger th'!n the

previous grids. However, the total number of grid points

are almost same as G~ID3. All computations. for above

grids are done with double precision arithmetic.

Cp DISTRIBUTION FOR DUCT ON PACE & BPPS

ITERATIONS: 8000

0.3

'Table 1 0.2
I

GRIP 1 GRID 2 GRID 3 GRID 4

0.1

0.
(,J

-0.1

-0.2I
I

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
I

The first check that was carried out after porting
I

of the parallel VASBI code on PACE+ was to compare

the result~ obtaine1 on J PACE4- with that on BPPS

system for the same grid! Figure 3 shows residue plot

for a duct on crude grid Qbtained on PACE+ and BPPS

systems vJhich are seen to be identical at graphical

I

~ESIDUE PLOT FOR THE DUCT ON PAC~ AND BPPS
J

CRUDE GRID: TFV=178,OO

,.p.3

Figure 4.
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Group (ANURAG), Hyderabad. Figure 5 shows the
speed up of VASBI on PACG+ with respect to IBM
RS60001560 for increasing number of nodes. A
maximum speed up of 25.5 times has been obtained
with respect to IBM RS60001560 s,ystem, for a grid
having a total of 3.6 lakh grid points on 32 nodes of
PACE+. Figure 6 shows the comparison of speed up
on BPPS and PACE+ systems for the same grid. It

is seen that PACEt is about 3.2 times faster than BPPS.

Figure 7 shows the parallel efficiency of PACE+ and

BPPS using the parallel code VASBI for the samJ grid.

J
EFFEClENCY OF vAse ON epps & PACE PLUS

SPEED UP OF VASB ON BPPS & PACE PLUS
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Figure 6

Figure 7.

t
faster than the earlier 32 n?de system based on i860

chip). As can be seen fro,m thfis figure. there is a

marginal decrease in the speed up on PACE-t as the grid

size increases, while there is an increase ~f speed up

with increasing grid size on the BPPS a~d saturates

after about 1 lakh grid points. The maximum grid size

of about) .9 mil~ion grid points can be run on the 32-,
node PACE+ as' compared to a ljI1aximum of 4.5 lakh

grid points on t~e BPPS.

The results of the bepch marking of fACE+ using

R.AlNS3D code lar,e shown in Figs 9 & 10. Figure 9

,
EFFECIENCY OF VASB ON BPPS &!PACE +I
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~---e ,
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~ PACE. 32 NODES

~

O
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In
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:J
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As seen from this figure, BPPS is more efficient than

PACE+ even though the speed up on PACE+ is more

than that of BPPS. The above computations on PACE+

was a single precision calculation while the calculation

on IBM RS60001560 and BPPS systems were double

precision calculations. Moreoverrthe size of the grid for
1

the PACE+ calculations was increased without

increasing the surface area of cuts between domains
allocated for each node. I

Subsequent to this, the PACE+ computer was

installed at ADA and bench marking of VASBI was

carried out again. This time double precision

calculation was carried out on PACE+ and the grid size

was increased by having no restrictions on the surface

area between cuts. Figure 8 shows speed up obtained

for varying grid sizes on 32 nodes of the PACE+ system.

Also shown in the figure is the speed up obtained on the

BPPS system based on the i860-XP chips (This chip is

0.0

3000do 600000 900000 1200000

GRID SIZE (TFV)

Fi,~ure 8.
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shows the CPU time taken for two iterations (averaged
,

over 12 iteratio(1s) as 'a function of number of nodes.

Figure 10 shows the speed ,up obtained as compared to

the sequential machine IBM RS60001560. The results

show that the speed up lincreases wifh increasing grid
I

size and number of processors, if communication is kept

constant. A maximum speed up of 21 has been obtained

with respect to IBM RS60001560. It is also seen from

this figure that the speed up drops drastically if

communication is increased by increasing the grid size

in 1 and J directions as in GRID4. The reason for this

drop can either be due to insufficient memory in the

reflective memory. responsible for inter-cluster

communication or due to slow V ME bus which is

responsible for the communication between the nodes

in a cluster. Since the speed up is linear for GRID4 bet-

weer clusters it is unlikely that the drop in speed up for

GRID4 is due to bottleneck in inter-cluster

communication. More interaction with the designers of
I

PACE+ is required to confirm this.

I
CPU TIME FOR RANS3D ON rACE +

I
~ I GRID 1: 1,49,760

~ I GRID 2: 2,99,520

~ GRID 3: 5,9~.040

...~ GRID 4: 5,82,624**

100.0

BO.O

ff 60.0
w
~
;:)
0. 40.0
U

5. CONCLUSIONS

The design and analysis codes VASBI and

RANS3D have been made operational on PACE+

parall~l. computer. The parallel implementation of

VASBI has been made easy with the availability of the

BARC message passing library routines available on

PACE+. Speed up of 18-22 were obtained on both the

codes for double precision calculations. It was found

that the BARC parallel computer was more efficient

than PACE+ for a given grid size even though the speed
.,

up on PACE+ was flbout 3.2 times that on the BPPS
I

syste,m. It indicates the possibility of design

modifications of PACE+ for increasing the speed up on

PACE+ even further by i'mproving the communication

between nodes. From the results dbtained from the

implicit code RANS3D, it is seen that a' maximum speed

up of 21 has been obtained with respect to IBM

RS6000/560. It has also been lobserved that

communication bottleneck occurs for the implicit code

if the grid size,is increased in 1 and J directions. More

interaction with the designers of PACE+ is required to

identify the cause of the drastic drop in speed up for

RANS3D
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